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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of Govern-
ment sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the
Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Com-
mission:

A, Makes any warranty or representation, expressed
or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of the information contained in this report, or
that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or pro-
cess disclosed in this report may not infringe privately
owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use
of, or for damages resulting from the use of any informa-
tion, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this re-
port.

As used in the above, “person acting on behalf of the
Commission” includes any employee or contractor of the
Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent
that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or
employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or
provides access to, any information pursuant to his em-
ployment or contract with the Commission, or his employ-
ment with such contractor.
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This report has been duplicated and given limited distzi.bution in

prelimina~, unedited form in order to meet the requirement for prompt

reporting of the information.

Although the substance of the report will not be affected, ftx%her

reviews will be made, and this document will “~ereissued and distributed

as a formal Los Alamos report under the same :munber, LA-2327. It i.S

requested that all copies of the preliminary document be destrmfed upon

receipt of the final report.
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1. INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS

1.1 Introductiori

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Is investigating plutonium-

fueled reactors for possible application to fast breeder systems. The

fuels presently being considered are molten alloys of plutonium which

offer the possibility of high burnup and in-place reprocessing.

The first reactor in this program is called the Los A3.amosMolten

Plutonium Reactor Experiment Number One (LAMFRE1). !l!’hisreactorwill

use a molten plutonium-iron alloy contained in tantalum capsules, cooled

with liquid sodium. The design power of’the reactor is 1 Mw, which will

result in an average specific puwer of 40 w/g of fuel. This reactor is

intended to serve a vital function in providi~ a facility to test mate-

rials under operating conditions.

The reactor is presently being installed in an existing under-

ground cell located at Site TA-35 of the Los Alamos Scientific Lahora.tory.

The same cell was used previously for operation of LAPRE I.

1.2 Slxlmaq

The possible hazarda associated with the startup and operation of

LAMPRE I have been analyzed with consideration of the effect of various

temperature coefficients of reactivity, fuel element bowing, and rupture

of the coolant system or of fuel capsules. Attention has also been given

-7-
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to the effect of failure of various components, to the consequences of

large positive reactivity insertions, andto establishing safe handling

techniques for the fuel.

1.3 Conclusions

Analysis of hazards potentially present in the LAMPRE I system

leads to the conclusion that the large negative prompt temperature co-

efficient resulting from the thermal expansicm of the liquid fuel makes

this reactor unusually safe. The maximum credible malfunctions of the

system areestimated to lead to reactivity insertions of the order of

several hundred dollars per second, an order of magnitude less than that

required for formation of an explosive shock., Operational procedures

and sequencing of operations have been designed to minimize to the point

of impossibility any power excursion of sufficient magnitude to vaporize

the sodium coolant or to melt the core container. As with any system

using high-tmperature sodimn, sodium fire represents one of the prin-

cipal dangers to the experiment. A sodium fire might terminate the

experiment, but release of radioqctlve smoke to the atmosphere is pre-

vented so

for alpha

equipment

of a fuel

that personnel will not be endangered. There are provisions

particle containment in various phases of the fuel handling

in order to guard against any hazard resulting from rupture

element.

-8-



2. DESCRIPTION OF THE Rl~ACTOR

2.1 Type and Purpom:

LAMPRE I is to be an experimental test reactor using a molten

plutonium alloy fuel operating with a fast neutron spectrum. The reactor

will be used to investigate (a) the feasibility of using molten alloys of

plutonium as reactor fuels, (b) the satisfactory containment of such fuels,

(c) fission gas disengagement from the molten fuel, and (d) the suitability

of this type of reactor concept for future power breeder reactors using

similar fuels.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are plan and elevation layouts respectively of

the reactor installation. The location of the reactor Is the same as that

used for LAPRE I.

2.2 Core Confi~ ation—.

The core of the reactor is made up of an array of tantalum capsules

containing plutonium-iron alloy fuel. There are locations for a total of

199 capsules, some of which will be used for unfueled reflector pins.

Figure 2.3 is a cutaway view of the core region. Coolant sodium enters

the reactor vessel and flows downward thl*oughan annulus to the bottom of

the vessel. From the bottom the sodium flows up through the bottom re-

flector into a plenum, then through the capsule locator plate into the core.

After flowing past and receiving heat from the capsules, the sodium passes

-9-
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into the upper reflector region and out of the vessel. A tantalum catchpot,

for containing fuel in the event of a capsule rupture, is located just below

the turn-around plenum. Within the catchpot a diluent plug of Armco iron

is provided, with holes drilled so that there is about a 35? void. The plug

serves to dilute fuel in the catchpot to a subcritical concentration, and

also ser{es to alloy with and “dry up” the fuel by raising its melting

point.

The bottom reflector is also made of Armco iron drilled for sodium

passage. The cross sectional area for sodium flow of the reflector 1s about

17%. The capsule locator plate is k-3/4 in. thick stainless steel, the top

of which has been faced with a 1/4 in. thick sheet of tantalum. Sockets are

drilled in the tantalum plate on a 0.497 in. triangular pitch to locate the

conical capsule bottom. The purpose of the tantalum face on the locator

plate is to prevent soldering of the capsule tip to the stainless steel

plate in the event leaking plutonium enters the socket.

The lower part of the reactor vessel is double-walled, with no pipes

entering in the region. The core cannot be drained of coolant accidentally

unless there is a leak in both walls of the double containment. A small

line extends from the bottom of the catchpot through the sodium inlet pipe

by which the vessel may be drained should it become necessary.

Capsule handles, described below, constitute the upper reflector

and also part of the radiation shield. Above the vessel sodium outlet the

capsule handles have an hexagonal cross section and extend to the top of

the vessel. The top of the vessel is fitted with a 10 in. slide vacuum

valve which will.be closed when the reactor is operating.

An annular shim moving outside the sodium vessel furnishes coarse

reactivity control. Vernier reactivity control is provided by four sepa-

rately actuated control rods which are portlontiof the shim. Above and

below the shim are stationary steel shields. Surrounding these two shields

and the shim is the flue which aids in cooling the boron impregnated

graphite immediately outside the flue. Figure 2.4 shows a horizontal cross

section through the core. Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2,7, and 2.8 show the bottom

(Text continues on page 19)
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reflector, catchpot and diluent plug, flow

tively. Figure 2.9 is a photograph of the

divider and locator pla~e respec-

vessel.

2.3 Fuel Element Desi~

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show detail~ of the fuel capsule; Figs. 2.12

and 2.13 show the complete element. In Ffg. 2.13 a fuel element is sus-

pended outside the vessel but at the same elevation relative to the vessel

that it would have if the capsuLe were in the core. The fuel capsule IS

deep drawn from high purity tantalum. It has an inside dimeter of 0.375

in. and a 0.026 in. wall. The bottom SIX inches of the capsule will con-

tain fuel and fission product gases till accun.ulatein the remaining top

two inches of the capsule. A tantalum closure plug is welded into the

capsule top and has pinned to it a stainless steel adapter with a male thread

which screws into the handle. Just above the point where the capsule is

screwed to the handle is a locator section which positions the capsule tops.

Sodium flows through this locator section in six splines and then into the

top reflector region. The handle in the top reflector has a diameter of

0.420 in. In the outlet plenum region the handle has a diameter of 0.375 in.

The remainder of the handle length has a hexagonal cross section of 0.483 in.

across flats except for the handling and locking details at the upper end.

Capsfle locations in the core not used for fuel-filled capsules will be

occupied by reflector pins. The reflector pln is a solid stainless steel

cylinder having a conical tip and screwing into the handle in the same

fashion as a fuel capsuLe. Pin diameter is 0.485 in. Three grooves in

the pin allow passage through the wrench which unscrews the handle.

Specifications for the plutonium alloy fuel are listed in Table 2.1

Corrosion tests of tantalum by this fuel have been made using rocking

bomb furnaces with a temperature differential of 150°C over several temper-

ature ranges. With a high temperature of

1 mil/yr. Tests show that a trace amount

solution attack of the tantalum, but that

-19-
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of carbon in the fuel inhibits

very low level of interstitial

(Text continues on page 26)



Fig. 2.9 Reactor vessel.
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Fig. 2.13 Fuel element.
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Table 2.1

FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

a. This specificationdefines the fuel composition, impurity
limits and analytical results for acceptance of LAMPRE I fuel slugs.

b. A melt analysis will be accomplished and submitted to K
Division before fintilmachining of the fuel slug. The following defines
the tipurity limits of certain elements.

Element Concentration (ppm)

o < 50
c > 4 x the Q content
P Reported

c. The iron content will be within 9.5 to 10.5 a/o based on 100$
plutonium-ir~nmaterial.

The source of the iron will be cast.iron powder as was used
in melt~”3280 and 3466.

e. Fuel production techniques are to be similar to those of melts
3280 and 3466.

f. The F?,?*”content will be reported on the basis of the produc-
tion history of the plutonium used.

13” The weightof each fuel slug will be 175 ~2 g.

h. As a result of the preced.lngfuel requirements a typical
chemical analysis on an acceptable fuel lot should be as followsx

Element Concentration (ppm) Element Concentration (pPm)

Li
Be
Na
Mg
Ca
Al
Bi
Ag
Zn
co
B
F

< 0.2
< 0.2
< 10
< 40
< 5
~ 35
< !20
< 10
< 100
< 10-50
<
< ;

La
Si
Pb
Cu
m
SIl
Cr
Ni
c
c)
H
N

< 10
400-800

< 20
< 10-50

100-500
< 20

30-70
100-900

> 150
40

< 15
< 20

i. Deviations from the above specificationswill be reviewed by K
Division and will be subject to waiver.

-2’j-



are essential to prevent intergranular attack. The

fusion weld is more subject to intergranular attack

this reason the capsule is deep drawn and the fusion

In the gas region which is out of contact with fuel,

impurities in the metal

heat affected zone of a

than other regions; for

weld at the cap is made

The plutoniu-iron phase diagrsm is shcwn by Fig. 2.14. Thermal

expansion properties of the fuel are given in Fig. 2.15. The thermal con-

ductivity of molten fuel alloy is about the same as that of stainless steel.

The measured value is 0.20 ~ 0.01 w/cm ‘C at

2.4 Core Physics

~Oo”c.

estimating some of the basicThe calcul.ationalmethods employed in

nuclear parameters of the LAMPRE I core are based upon the S4 transport

scheme for spherical systems.* Empirical metkods were used to convert

sph-ericalsystem results to the correspmding values for cylindrical systems.

The values of some LAMPRE I parameters were experimentally determined from

studies made with a critical aesembly. The program carried out with the

assembly designated LAMPRE Critical Experiment Number Two, or LCX II, is

described briefly in Appendix A.

The following steps were involved in the calculations and conversions:

a. Spherical S4 core calculations were performed for constant,

specified, thicknesses of reflector materials, using, in turn, the reflector

thicknesses taken from LAMl?REdesign In

side, and bottom.

b. From the above calculations,

reflector savings were obtained for the

buckling for the cylinder is computed from the average of the spherical

system bucklings (reduced by 2% to account for inherent sYst@~tic errors)”

To obtain the reflector savings for the cylindrical system, the spherical

three different directions: top,

the infinite media buckllng and

spherical systems. The material

W.iehn, R. M.J “Some Applications of the S~ Method,’rNuclear Sci. and Eng. ~
166-179 (1958).
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reflector savings were multiplied by empiricaJ.factors

of the cylinder and 0.937 for the sides.

c. The cylindrical mass was then computed from
--

132= (H+5;+bB
)2+ (“fibr)

0.866for the ends

the formula

z

The core volume fractions used i.nthe computations were:

Fuel alloy

Tantalum

sodium

Slightly different constants

0.5001 (p = 16.051g/cm3at 5500C)

o ●15403

0.34587.

will apply to the as-built core.

The thicknesses and compositions of the side and end reflectors

used in the computations are those listed in Table 2.2. For each of the

three cases In the table, core composition remained the same.

of these calculations indicate that for the hot (1 Mw) LAMPRE

the important nuclear parameters

Core buckling

Side reflector satings

Top reflector savings

have the following values:

B= = 0.048549 cm-a

br = 5.374cm

?jW=4.312 cm

Bottom reflector savings

Cylindrical radius

Cylindrical height

Fuel alloy mass

Core volume

Km core

K
eff

Central median fission energy

5; = 5.080cm

R =7.7Lj8cm

H = 16.249 cm

m = 24.99 kg d-10y

Vc = 3.06 l~t,ers

b~r)/(~a) =2.62

Adjusted to 1.00 by

lie-1 Mev

The results

I configuration

shim

Prompt neutron lifetime & = vZf~ = 8.9 xlo-ssec.

The system temperature coefficients were determined by a series of

mass calculations in which the material densit~es were varied in a suitable

manner. The expansion coefficients used in obtaining the temperature

coefficients were:

-29-



Table 2.2

MATERIALSAND THEIRTHICKNESSESUSED :FORS4 CALCULATIONS

Materialor Region

Reflectorpins

Flow divider

Na (inletflow region)

Innercontainmentvessel

Heaters

Outer containmentvessel

Air gap

Shim

Air gap

Circularfluewall

Air gap

Hexagonalfluewall

Shield

Gas spacein fuel capsules

Capsulefuel capsuleplugs

Capsulehandles

Locatorplate facing

Locatorplate

Locatorplate plenum

Bottomreflector

Turn-aroundplenum

Catchpot

Inner containmentvessel

Air gap

Bottomvessel shield

Thickness(cm) Composition

SIDE REFLECTOR

1.27 0.34587Na, 0.65413 S.S. (430)

0.635 S.s. (304)

0.9525 Na

0.635 SOS. (304)

0.9525 0.15 S.s. (304)

0.635 S.s. (304)

0.3175 Air

11.7475 0.98 S.S. (430)

0.15875 Air

0.635 S.s. (430)

1.27 Air

0.635 Carbonsteel

50.8 0.9108BIO + C (0.4w/oboron)

TOPREFLECJ?OR

5.08 0.15403Ta, 0.34587Na,
0.5001air

1.27 Ta

50.8 0.61518S.S. (430),0.38482Na

BOl?TCBIREFLECTOR

0.508 Ta

4.572 0.23795Na, 0.76205S.S. (304)

1.905 Na

L2.70 0.1422Na, 0.8578Armco Fe

1.905 Na

15.24 0.47 Na, 0.53 Armco Fe

1.905 S.s. (304)

6.35 Air

11.43 S.s. (304)

-30-



()&-F-- fuel

().@-r Ta

()m-r S.s.

()@-r Na

= J3g x lo-6/oc

= -19.5x lo-epc

. .36x10-8/OC

(304)

= -300xlo-6/’oc

The results of the computations are expressed in terms of changes in

critical mass of “fuelalloy per unit change in the temperature of the

appropriate material. These derived constants are listed below:

Change in critical mass due to fuel umperature variation in an

otherwise isothermal system:

()-$?r- = -2.72 gpc

fuel (prom@)

This may also be

Change in

expressed as a function of fuel density:

()-%-~el

‘ -1091X103 &/(g/cm=)

critical mass due to variation in the temperature

(lsotherm81 distribution) of all core materials:

()-%- = -4.27g/°C
all core materials

Critical mass change associated with a space independent sodium

coolant temperature variation in an otherwise isothermal system:

()am
-a-r ~a

= -0.00 gpc

If the locating spli.neson the fuel pin assemblies (see Fig. 2.12)

are assumed to be in contact, there is an additional temperature co-

efficieflt. This is produced by the outward displacement of fuel pins as

I

I
I

the temperature increases. The displacement is different at the top and

the bottom of the core, however, since the bottom ends of the fuel pins

are spaced by the tantalum locator plate, which expands at a different

-31”
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rate than the stainless steel parts (splines) which position the fuel

elements at the top end. An average expansion coefficient

A.4/.4= 9.5 x loepc

was assumed to be applicable to the effective radial expansion of the

core. The temperature coefficient of reactivity producedby the re-

sulting variation in average fuel density was found to be, for an

isothermal temperature distribution,

()an
7T- = -o.57gf%

location geometry

These estimated mass relationships may be converted to temperature

coefficients of reactivity by using the experimentally determined

value (see Appendix A).

In summary, the zero power, isothermal reactclrsystem is

by these coefficients:

(=4&
= -3.21j4/”c

fuel (prompt)

()

~k
7 ~a

= -0.94g?pc

characterized

()-%-
location geometry

()
%- = -0.88

reflector

The power coefficient of the system may be estimated from the above

reactivity coefficients. It is necessary on~~ to sum the effects of

the listed coefficients, taking proper account of the fact that the

temperatures of the fuel, the coolant, and the reflector structwe

increase by different amounts as operating power is raised. (For

instance, it is calculated that for full coolant flow the average fuel

temperature increases about three times as fast as the average sodium

temperature when power demand is increased.) The total power co-

efficient is, on this basis, found to be
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(-)+ ~ -0.69g@w

or

()~k ~
de -1.2.3j4/°Crise In Na temperature

Approximately three-fourths of the power coefficient results from the

temperature rise in the fuel and is therefore a prompt effect. If

there is a significant amount of convective circulation of fuel in the

capwles, the average temperature of the fue:Lwill be lower (relative

to the coolant temperature at a given power), and the absolute value of

the power coefficient would be smaller than the estimated value given

here. Mechanical clearances in the core structure, not considered in

the above power coefficient estimates, could produce a similar effect

through their relation to core distortion (capsule bowing) as a

function of power.

Since the IAMPRE I fuel 1s molten under operating conditions, a

radial temperature gradient across the core does not produce strong

bowing effects in the fuel capsules. Some bowing may occur, however,

since the radial temperature variation will tend to introduce bowing

forces in the tantalum fuel capsules themselves, and in the fuel

capsule handles. The amount of bowing which can take place is a

complicated function of assembly clearance on the fuel element

assemblies and of the actual temperature distribution in the reactor.

These variables, and their effects on the overall power coefficient,

are considered in Appendix B which may be summarized briefly as

follows:

a. In the bowing calctiation it was assumed that assembly

clearances between fuel capsule handles are uniformly distributed, and

that initially there is no contact between adjacent fuel capsules at

the spline sections of the handles. If, as willlalmost certainly be

the case, a few percent of the fuel capsules

by contact between adjacent spline sections,

markedly reduced.

are initially constratied

the effect of bowing is

I
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b. With the uniform clearance assumption, both capsule and

h&dle bowing make positive contributions to the power coefficient

up to about ldp of full power. At higher power levels only capsule

bowing persists and it produces only a small reactivity effect.

c. On the basis of the pessimistic distribution of mechanical

clearances assumed, the overall.power coefficient, including the

bowing contribution, is calculated to be positive up to a power level

of 100 kw, with a value of about 0.025 #/kw. Above the 100 kw power

level, bowing is of little consequence, and the overall power co-

efficient becomes w -0.7 #/kw.

do The prompt component of the power coefficient is negative

over the entire power range, with a value of about -0.55 g!~kw.

There is one other recognized source of a small positive com-

ponent of the overall power coefficient. Relative motion between the

reactor core and the control elements occurs as the average sodium

temperature changes with variation in power. The motion is such as

to increase reactivity as power, and hence the average sodium tem-

perature, increases. A design feature which has to a large measure

e13mi.natedthis effect is described in Section 2.7. It is estbated,

however, that a positive component of the power coefficient of

S 0.015 #/kw still remains due to this thermally induced, relative

motion between the reactor core and the control elements.

Calculations tidicate that with the reactor at operating tem-

perature, but at low power, withdrawing the shim and control rods

reduces reactivity by an amount equivalent tctabout 6000 g of fuel, or

by roughly $70. While the relative effectiveness of the control rods

and the control shim is not known precisely for LAMPRE I, it appears

that about #60 of the above shutdown control is produced by the shim.

It has been also estimated that if the reactor is shut down

from full power operating conditions by withdrawing the shim and the

control rods, the reactor will be subcritical at room temperature by

an amount equivalent to 2.8 kg of fuel, or by N $33.



The dry (no sodium) cold critical loading of the reactor is

calculated to be 25.48kg of fuel with the rods and shim inserted.

The corresponding value with all control elements withdrawn is

31.68 kg.

Reactivity worth of the sodium coolant (including that in the

inlet and outlet plenums) is listed below, expressed in terms of the

equivalent change in critical mass:

I@ worth at 20°C, shti-and rods in ~ 3.1 kg

I!?aworth at 20°C, shim and rods out g 3.9 kg

Na worth at 550°C, shim and rods in ~ 2.6 kg

Na worth at 550°C,shim and rods out ~ h.1 kg.

2.5 Operating Conditions

General .
, .-

IA@RE I startup and approach to operation at full power will

be carried out in four major steps. First, a set of cold critical

experiments will 6erve to determine critical mass and control element

worth for comparison with calculated estimates based on U!X II obser-

vations. During this period no sodium coolant will be present in the

reactor, md the entire system till be at room temperature. Second,

after the conclusion of the cold critical measurements, all the fiel

will be removed from the reactor, and the fuel capsules will be

replaced by stainless steel dummies; the rec~ctorsystem will then be

filled with sodium and operated at an appropriate temperature, and for

a suitable length of time,

the dumqy elements will be

and a determination of the

element worth will be made

range of 450°C to 500°C, and at “zero” nuclear power. The fuel in

each capsule will melt as it is inserted into the core. The value of the

negative temperature coefficient will also “bemeasured under these

to clean up all system components. Third,

replaced one by one with fueled elements,

hot, wet critical mass and the control

at a reactor system temperature in the
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conditions. Finally, the reactor power will be raised stepwise and at

each power level reactor stability will be inve~tigated by a series of

reactor oscillator experiments.

Table 2.3 gives values of some core parameters.

Reactor Startup and Approach to Full-power C@_wat ion

Cold Critical

‘I’hedesign of the

capsule charger, is such

mechanized fuel element handling

that it cannot load fuel into an

system, or

empty reactor

core. Therefore, an initial loading of dummy elements nm.stbe made

manually before the capsule charger is attached to the reactor during

the final stages of system assembly. At the start of the cold critical

measurements, the reactor will therefore be completely filled with dumtny

fuel el~ents and refkctor pins. Ilunmycapsules willbe replaced

manually, one at a time, by fuel capsules unt:Lla multiplication of 10

(with shim and rods down) is achieved. At thLs point the capsule charger

will be installed and further replacement wUL be accomplished using

the charger. Rules governing personnel access to reactor areas will be

applied during the cold critical phase of operations. Protective in-

strumentation and interlocks described in a subsequent portion of this

section of the report will be connected if they are related to nuclear

safety considerations. Startup detectors will consist of at least three

BLO lined proportional counters. A startup neutron source of sufficient

intensity is provided by PU2W in the fuel itself.

The actual charger manipulations involved in replacing the dummy

fuel elements with fuel-filled capsules are as follows: The vertical lift

mechanism is lowered to engage a fuel element handle; the handle with its

dummy element is lifted into the charger housing and the element then

unscrewed from the handle. The dummy element is transferred out of the

housing through a port, and a real f&l element inserted into the housing

I
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Table 2.3

VALUES OF CORE PARAME’l!ERS

Capsule material

Capsule size

Core capacity

Number of capsules for
criticality

Capsule spacing

v/o fuel

vjo Na

vjo Ta

Fuel height

Fission gas volume heigjrt

Design power

Average fuel temperature

Maximum fuel temperature

Na inlet temperature

I?aoutlet temperature

Na flow rate

Central to edge power ratio

Axial power ratio

Specific power (w/g)

Heat flux (w/cm2)

(Btu/hr/ft’)

Na outlet temperature (°C)

Al?in fuel (°C)

zYTin Ta (°C)

Ta thermal stress (psi)

National Research
purity Ta refined
bean meltin~;

Corporation high-
by Temescal electron

0.375in. id. x 0.26 in. wall

lfi capsuleE!in hexagonal array

143 (calculated)

0.497 in. triangular pitch

51.5

33*5

15.0

6 in.

2 in.

lMW

6370c

870°c

4500C

563°c

133 gpm

1.8

1.8

Average Maximum Minimum

40 61 19

145 ppo 68

460,000 700,000 214,000

563 597 531

200 307 93

17 24 8

2800 4300 1300
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and attached to the handle by the reverse process. The element is then

lowered into the reactor vessel and is positioned in the space formerly

occupied by the d-.

All fuel additions m?e to be made with the control elements (shim

and rods) in their least reactive, or down position. When about two-

thirds of the estimated 25.48 kg critical mass has been loaded, the shim

and rods will be inserted, and the neutron level observed, This pro-

cedure will be repeated at appropriate intervals during the rest of the

fuel loading operation, until sufficient data are available to estimate

satisfactorily the actual critical mass with shim and rods fully in-

serted. The final approach to delayed critical will be mde by control

rod manipulation.

Critical mass at partial shim insertions may be determined in an

exactly similar fashion after making the appropriate adjustments to the

mechanical stop which limits available range of shim travel. An e&ra-

polation of the data to the shim-down case will determine the worth of

the shti; for the cold critical case, its val~e has been estimated to

be equivalent to 6.2 kg of fuel, or about 39 Ielements.

Fuel inventory records kept during these, and subsequent, loading

procedures will list the identifying number of each element inserted

into the reactor, together with its position in the core. The total

loaded fuel inventory may be physically checked against the number of

d- elements removed from the core during loading operations.

Sodium System Cleanu~

I
When the cold critical experiments have been finished, the fuel

will be removed and replaced by the dummy capsules, element by element.

The reactor system will by this time be ready to charge with sodium

Test operation, with electrical heating to about 500°C, will then be@n,

and continue until satisfactoryperformance of all coolant loop com-

ponents has been demonstrated, and until the desired degree of sodium
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purity has been obtained through the use of cold and hot traps. The

fuel capsule charger will be tested while the reactor system is at

operating temperature, and the various sodium system malfunction de-

tectors checked out, insofar as possible, under actual operating

conditions. 6atisfactOI’ymechanical fUnCtiO1lingOf the reactOr COntrOl

elements at elevated temperature will also be ensured.

Zero Power Hot Critical

When the coolant system cleanup and checkout program has been

completed, the core may be losded with fuel and the zero power, hot

critical mass determined. During this operation, the reactor system

will be held at a temperature of 450°C to 500°C by the use of

electrical heaters. Zero power, or isothermal, operation above 500°C

is not advisable, since the sodium pumps (in the reactor inlet leg of

the coolant loop) are not designed for temperatures tn excess of 500°C.

There will be no air flow through the sodium-to-air heat exchanger,

but in other respects, the coolsnt system will be fully operative.

The insertion of fuel into the core will be accomplished in the

same fashion as during the cold critical determination; i.e., a duqy

capsule will be removed by the capsule charger, and a fuel capsule put

in its place. It is expected that the fuel ~n a capsule will become

i%lly molten during the time interval between its insertion and the

loading of the succeeding fuel element.

A shim in, all rods in, critical configuration will first be

determined. It will then be desirable to increase the fuel loading,

one capsule at a time, to obtain a preliminary calibration of rod worth.

A similar preliminary value of the temperature coefficient of reactivity

will.then be obtained by varying the electrical power input to the

system and noting the configuration changes necessary to maintain

criticality. Finally, critical mass as a function of shim insertion

will be determined in the seinefashion as during the cold critical

.
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tests, and intercalibratioiiof the shim and the control rods will be

carried out.

The final fuel loading will be adjusted

full power, a critical configuration should “be

and two rods fully inserted, and the third rod

to such a value that,

reached with the shim

partially ineerted.

at

Approach to Full Power

The following basic plan

power operation. With the shim

till be followed in achieving full

fully inserted, (corresponding to a

sli@tly subcritical configuration at the 450°C, isothermal condition)

the reactor will be made critical and coolant outlet temperature will

be raised in small increments by inserting rods. A constant coolant

inlet temperature will be maintained by decreasing the electrical

heating power ae nuclear power is increased.

The present estimate of overall power coefficient for IAMPHE I

is 0.7 #/kw. Therefore, 67 of reactivity control must be available in

the rods to reach the nominal 1 Mw design power. The estimated value

Of the total worth of three control rods is very - $10. It appears,

therefore, that sufficient reactivity control is available to reach

iiesignpower without shim adjustment. However, the power coefficient

depends strongly on the actual value of parameters such as the thermal

conductivity of the fuel, which is not accurately lmown at present;

also the power coefficient of the reactor will be influenced by the

amount of natural convection

Protective Instrumentation

of the molten fuel within the capsules.

General Descri@ion of Safety Circuits

The safety instrumentation of the LAMPRE I system may be grouped

into four

channels,

classes; scram channels, rundown c:?m.n.nels,annunciator

snd interlocks.
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Scram channel signals will

control shim to drop to its least

produce reactor shutdown by causing the

reactive, or down, position. Rundown

channel signals initiate automatic rod withdrawal with an attendant re-

duction in reactor power. Annunciator channel signals operate visible and
.

audible alarms which indicate to operating personnel the existence of

abnormal values of system parameters. Corrective action must be initiated

by the reactor operator. Interlocks provide sequencing of certain opera-

tions affecting reactor criticality; they also regulate coohnt system

startup procedures and provide for ventilation system control In the

event of fission product and sodium smoke release in certain areas.

Scrsm Channel Signals

The sources of scram signals are:

a.

b.

c.

d..

e.

f.

g.

Reactor period less than preselected value

Neutron level above preselected value (two independent channels)

Reduction of coolant flow to ‘Ul% of full flow

Excessive temperature indication from thermocouple located in

heat exchanger air outlet duct

Slide valve at top of reactor vessel open

Manual scram switch

Electrical power failure in control element drive system.

The period signal is obtained in a conventional manner from a log

ernplifiercircuit containing appropriate differentiation. The amplifier

input signal originates in a neutron sensitive ion chamber. The differenti-

ated emplifier output signal is fed into a fail safe electrical switching

circuit; i.e., a Schmidt trigger emplo~ng a normally open plate relay whose

contacts are connected in series with the scram buss.

Neutron level signals are obtained from ion chambers fee&Lng linear

.ampEfiers with trigger circuits similar to those

flow signals are obtained from a permanent magnet

recorded on a line-drawing, strip chart recorder.

recorder triggers the scrsm.

noted above. Coolant

flowmeter whose output

A low limit switch on

is

the
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A gross leak in the heat exchanger would result in a sodium fire which

would raise the air outlet temperature well above normal operating values.

A thermocouple will trip a scram channel when the temperature in this region

is about 100°C above the maximum expected normal temperature.

It is considered undesirable to ope~te the reactor unless the slide

valve which isolates the fuel charger from the reactor is closed. An

electrical interlock will prevent cent.rd ,shimoperation if this valve is

open. The reactor operator may shut down the :reactorat hls discretion by

means of the console scram switch. Electrical power failure in the shim

aatuating hydraulic system till automatically produce a shim drop by de-

energizing a normally open solenoid-operatedvalve.

Tests have indicated that 0.015 sec after the scram signal has

reached the SCM solenoid valve the shim wiLl have begun to drop. An

additional delay of not more than O.0~0 sec is introduced by the relay

circuits associated with scram channels a and “babove. Short delays in the

transmission of scram signals from sources c, d, and e are of no consequence,

since these scram demands do not originate as laconsequence of the nuclear

behavior of the reactor.

Certain malfunctions, or variations in reactor

meters, make it desirable to reduce the reactor power

system operating

until the source

para-

Of

the trouble can be recognized, evaluated, and removed. ‘I%eoccurrences

which have been selected to initiaie automatically a reduction in reactor

power are tabulated below:

a. Reduction of Na flow below a desired level

b. Reactor coolant outlet temperature higher than a preselected

value

c. Stoppage of air flow through beat exchanger air ducts

d. Excessive radiation level In heat exchanger air outlet duct
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e. Presence of smoke in heat exchanger air outlet duct, in the Na

equipaent room, or in the reactor cell

f. Temperature of Na at heat dump outlet plenum higher than a

preselected value.

Signals indicating that any of the above conditions exist will

initiate automatic sequenced withdrawal of conzrol rods. The withdrawal

will continue until all rods are out unless the operator has been able to

reset the rundown channel circuits. He can do this only If the system has

returned to a normal condition. Any additional corrective measures must

be chosen and initiated by operating personnel,

Annunciator Channel Signals

The annunciator channels which warn operating personnel (via visible

and audible signals) of low urgency, off normal conditions in the reactor

system are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

E$*

h.

i.

J*

k.

Leak in coolant piping system (signal comes from detection

system which traces the piping); this method of leak detection

is separate from the smoke detectors which can initiate a run-

down

High gamma radiation levels at selected (seven) locations in

reactor area

Na temperature at heat exchanger outlet below preselected value

Graphite shield tempem,ture above preselected value

Leakage of Na from inner reactor vessel

Door between control room and reactc)rcell open

Temperature of main loop heating transformer above preselected

value

Poor vacuum in gas disposal system holding tank

Na level in $urge tank too high

Na level in surge tank too low

Cover gas pressure too high
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m.

n.

0.

P*

~“

. . ..

Cover gas pressure too low

Improper voltages on neutron level detectors

Improper voltages in remote area gamma radiation monitoring 8ystem

Instrument air supply pressure too low

pressure in shim drive hydraulic accumulator too low

Loss of cell blower ~wer.

Interlocks

Electrical interlocks in the LAMPRE I instrumentation and control

systems automatically enforce?certain restrict:Lonson operational procedures.

These interlocks may be grouped in the following fashion with f%.nctionsas

indicated.

Shim and Control Rod Sequencing Interloc&. These interlocks provide

five operational restrictions!

a. All rods must be down before shim can

b. Shim must be ~ before any rod can be

c. Rods can be raised only one at a tine

determined order

be raised

raised

and then only in a pre-

d. Only one rod (at a time) can be held In a position between wand

down and then only if the preceding rods in the sequence are ~

e. Automatic rod rundown is initiated in case of a scram signal.

Vessel Slide Valve Interlock. This is an interlock between the shim

drive and the 10 in. slide valve which isolatea the reactor vessel from the

capsule charger. The shim cannot be up, i.e., reactor cannot be operating,

unless the gate valve is closed. Therefore, the capsule charger cannot insert

fuel into the core unless the reactor has been shut down to a scrammed con-

figuration. This Interlock is also listed in the scram channel tabulation,

since opening the valve till produce a scram if’the reactor is operating.

Cell Ventilation System Interlock. An abnomnal.lyhigh gamma radiation

level in the reactor cell, assumed to be etidertceof a reactor leak with sub-

sequent escape of sodium and/or fission products, will stop the cell exhaust

blower.
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2.6 Coolant System

Components

The system which contains the sodium coolant is, in

cated from Type 316 ELC staifiess steel. Figure 2.17 is a

general, fabri-

schematic of the

system and Figs. 2.18 and 2.19 show the coolant system layout. Components

till be described individually.

IQQ33” Sodium piping is 2 and 3 in. Schedule 40, Type 316 ELC

stainless steel. All weldments are made with an inert arc root pass followed

by coated rod filler passes. Root passes are checked by the dye penetrant

method and the completed weld both by dye penetrsmt and radiograph. The

loop is suspended from spring hangers except at anchor points indicated in

I’i gs.

meter

pumps

2.18and 2.19. All welds are leak tested using a helium mass spectro-

leak detector.

QEQSi” Coolant pumping is done by two ac electromagnetic conduction

in parallel, each rated at 100 gpm at 20 psi head. Power to the pumps

is controlled by motor-driven adjustable auto transformers. Check valves

of the flapper type in the outlet of each pump prevent bypass flow.

Heat Exchanp;er. The heat exchanger, built by Griscom-Russell, is

made up of finned sections which transfer heat from sodium to air which is

exhausted up a stack outside the building. l.irflowthrough the unit will

be controlled by sodium temperature at the outlet from the exchanger. The

temperature will be sensed by a thermocouple connected to a self-balancing

potentiometer which in turn controls a pneumatic operator which positions

a louver-type damper at the blower inlet.

Flowmeters. There will be a total of three electromagnetic flowmeters

in the 100PJ one in each of the two 2 in. pump outlets and one in the 3 in..

piping between the vessel and surgg tank. The 3 in. pump meter was supplied

and calibrated by Atomics International.

Dump Tank. The primary coolant system is filled from or drained to a

tank which is located at the lowest part of the system. Sodium is pushed
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from the tank to the system by gas pressure. Dumping will normally be

accoxnplishedby gravity although gas pressure can be used to speed up the

operation. A variable reluctance sodium level.indicator has been developed

and will be installed in the tank. Isolation of the dump tank from the main

system is accomplished by a bellows sealed valve in the drain line.

Surge Tank. A combination surge and expansion tank will be installed

just upstream of the heat exchanger inlet. A variable reluctance type of

level indicator will be installed in this tank. Connecting the surge tank

and the vessel gas volume is a 1 in. pressure equalization line. The sodium

level In these two volumes will be different cmly by the friction drop in

the 3 in.line connecting vessel and surge tank.

Cold Trap. A cold trap and plugging indicator is Installed In a side

loop on the dump tank. It is planned to circulate sodium in the primary

coolant system, then return it to the dump tank for cold trapping and, in

this way, accomplish cold trapping of the main system without having the

cold trap attached to it. During reactor operation the cold trap, as well

as the dump tank, will be valved off from the primary system. By means of

the plugging indicator it will be possible to measure Na20 content down to

about 15 ppm.

Hot Tray. Three heated metal getter hot traps will be installed in

a 1 in. bypass loop on the primary system. The three traps are connected

in parallel and have a heater control for each trap. It is planned to use

only one trap at a time. Bypass flow through the two unheated traps wild

he prevented by allowing the sodium in them to freeze. The metal used for

gettering will be zirconium foil operated at “(OO°C. The hot trap loop will

have its own electromagnetic pump and flowmeter. By use of hot traps it is

expected to reduce the Na20 content in the soc~um coolant to 1 or 2 ppm.

Capacity of the hot traps is estimated to be I.O-foldgreater than necessary.

Hot trap bypass flow is about 5? of full power coolant flow.

Heatin~. Heat can be supplied to the loop by either or both of two

methods. All piping and components are traceciwith electrical tubular

heaters which will be used for warming up the system prior to sodium charging.
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A second system till be used for supplying heat to maintain the entire coolant

loop and vessel at a minimum of 450°C. The second heating system employs a

transformer and part of the Na loop constructed so as to be a one-turn secondery

on the transformer. There will be the capability of adding about 40 h of

heat in this fashion. It is, of course, necessary that there be some sodium

flow during the period when transformer heating is used in order to prevent

overheating of the one-turn secondary.

Corrosion of Component Materials in Sodium

Tests of materials which are in contact with the sodium coolant have

been conducted at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and elsewhere. Based

on work by the Argonne National Laboratory and the Knolls Atomic Power Labo-

ratory, there is confidence that stainless steels are satisfactory for use

in sodium systems at LAWRE I operating temperatures.

The use of tantalum capsules ;as reqtired that the corrosion rate

of tantalum in sodium be investigated. Figure 2.20 shows the corrosion rate

of tantalum for both the hot and cold trapped cases.

Irmtrumentation

The coolant system instrumentation is conventional in most respects.

In addition to thermocouples on the 2 and 3 in. piping, there will.be thermo-

couples in the core region meamaring core inlet, outlet and radial distribution

temperatures. Remote indicating transmitters will measure pressures at the

surge tank, pump inlet, pump outlet, and dump tank. Flow measurement will be

made by the three electromagnetic flowmeters discussed above. There will be

no orifice or flow tube differential pressure measurement. A sodiwn leak

detector system, which consists of a glass insulated thermocouple pair tracing

the bottom of sodium piping, will be installed. Figures 2.21 and 2.22 indi-

cate locations of instrumentation.
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Fig. 2.20 Corrosion rate of tantalum in sodium vs temperature.
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Mockup Loop Operation

In order to gain experience in construction and operation prior to

reactor installation, the reactor coolant loop was fabricated and tested

using actual system components with the exception of the vessel. The heat

exohanger, e,ltlnoughwelded into the system, was insulated and the loop was

operated isothermally. Allowable pump temperatures limited operation to

5500C. Tests were concluded by running for lCO hr at 500°C. The items

that were investigated and the results are:

a. Soundness of the containment: no soitfumleaks existed or de-

veloped.

b. Pump performance: flow vs pump ~wer was satisfactory up to 550°C

inlet temperature. Pump inlet pressures as low as 5 psig did not result in

cavitation.

c. Heating transformer performance: this method of heating per-

formed quite well. As a result of this test, capacitors will be installed

to improve the observed 0.3 power factor.

d. Tubular electrical heater performance: the installed tubular

heaters opemted adequately with no burn-outs.

e. Sodium level detector performance: the prototype detector was

found to be accurate and reliable and will be incorporated into the reactor

loop,

f. Thermocouple behavior: thermocouples functioned proper~, but

those Installed in wells read 30°C to 50°C higher than those held against

the pipe outer surface by spring pressure. As a result, more wells are

being added to the reactor loop.

~* Filling and dumping techniques: the planned procedure for filJ.ing

and dumping were found to be satisfactory.

h. Insulation effectiveness: as a result of mockup loop operation,

the 3 in. Superex insulation is being replaced with a 2 in. inner layer of

Superex on the outside of which is a 1-1/2 in. layer of 857 magnesia.
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2.7 Control System

Reactivity adjustment of the reactor is accomplished by means of

control elements consisting of movable reflector sections. The control

shim is the largest of the movable reflector section5, and it serves as a

shutdown or scram device. It has the form of an annular cylinder, concen-

tric with the reactor vessel. It is made of Type 430 stainless steel 20 in.

o.d., 10-3/4 in. id., and 16 in. long. It may be raised to a position such

that it surrounds the core, or lowered to a pclsitionwhere its effectiveness

as a reflector for neutrons escaping from the core ifinegligible. The dif-

ferential worth of the shim over the range of its 16 in. travel is about

@60. The shim is shown in Fig. 2.23. It is estimated, on the basis of

LC!X11 data, that the maximum slope of the reactivity vs shim position curve

is ~6/in.
.

Adjustments to reactor criticality finer than those effected by shim

motion are made by moving four control rods; these consist of nickel

cylinders 3.8 in. dism x 16 in. long which move vertically in appropriate

channels provided in the shim. The range of travel of these control rods

is 16 in. The worth of the rods is not known precisely, but is estimated

to be$2.50to 73.50 for each rod.

The entire control element assembly, together with the lower vessel

shield, is supported below the reactor by the floor shield plug. Figure

2.24 is a cross section through the complete control assembly. Drive

mechanisms for the control elements are locate~ in the subbasement below the

reactor cell and are attached to the bottom of the shield plug. All parts

of the drive mechanisms are accessible in the subbasement. Figure 2.25

shows the shim assembly with the shim at mid-pssition.

The lower vessel shield, which Is rigidly attached to the floor

shield plug, locates laterally the bottom of the reactor vessel. Alignment

of the shim with the reactor vessel is accomplished by the shim actuating

members which pass through the lower vessel sh:ieldand the floor shield plug.

These actwating rods connect the shim to its drive unit.
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Fig. 2.23 Control shim.
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Fig. 2.24 Section through control assembly.
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Fig. 2.25 Shim assembly.
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Vertical sections of 4 in. id. stainless steel tube, rigidly attached

to the bottom vessel shield, pass through the four channels in the shim. The

cont$ol rods move inside these tubes and are guided by them.

Drive units for the shim and the control rods are double-ended hydrau-

lic cylinders actuated by suitable hydraulic systems. The use of double-

ended cylinders (with piston rods extending out tith ends of the cylinders)

permits gauging the position of the control elements by means of indicator

mechanisms attached directly to the lower end of the piston rods.

Two separate, low pressure hydraulic syi;t~s are used] each has its

own pump. One system supplies oil to the shim drive cylinder, the other

supplies oil to all control

fitted with 250 psi rupture

dangerous overpressuring of

failure.

The hydraulic system

2.26. ~igu~~ 2.27

Shim Drive System

shows the

The shim drive system

rod actuating cylinders. Both pump systems are

discs in tfiepump output lines. These prevent

the drive tits in the event of pressure regulator

for the shim is indicated schematically in Fig.

corresponding circuit for a control rod.

is operated by reactor personnel from the main

console. Console switches control relays for energizing the necessary valves,

the pump, and the interlock circuits. AU relays are located in a restricted

access area. Relay power is suppld.edthrough a locked switch on the reactor

console. The key may be removed from the lock only if the switch is off.

All valves operable from the console are of the solenoid-controlled,

pilot-actuated type. Both normally open and ncmmally closed valves are re-

quired in order to make the hydraulic system fail safe in the sense that

power failure can result only in a shim motion which reduces reactor

criticality. In no case will valve leakage result in addition of reactivity.

The reactor operator controis the shim through a four-way valve which

admits oil (from the contiguously operating supply pump) to’the bottom or
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the top of the shim drive cylinder to produce upward or downward motion of

the shim. Shim position may be changed in increments as small as 0.020 in.

The shim may be moved at either of two speeds. The operator se-

lects the desired speedby appropriate manipulation of the console shim

control switch. Speed control is accomplished by regulating oil flow to

the cylinders through two parallel lines. Eac:hof the lines is fitted

with an adjustable throttling valve and a solenoid controlled flow shutoff

valve. If a slow rate of shim motion is desired, the slow speed channel

is opened; the flow of oil in it occurs at a rate fixed by the setting of

the throttling valve. When the fast rate of notion is required, both oil

channels are opened; the total flow rate is then dependent on the setting

of both throttli~ valves. The throttling valves are preset, to give flow

rates compatible with the desired maximum rate of reactivity addition.

The6e rates cannot readily be alteredby the reactor operator, since the

valves are located in a locked area remote fran the control roan.

Shim position is indicated on a console-mounted digital register

reading to 0.01 in. The register is driven through synchros by a gear

train actuatedby the shim cylinder piston rod. Electrical power for the

synchro system is independent of main control console power, and is left

m continuously whether the reactor is operating or not. The occurrence

of power failure (no voltage) in the synchro system is indicated on the

control room annunciator -panel.

In its ~ position, the shim is in cont,actwith a mechanical stop.

When contact is made with the stop, a limit switch is actuated and pump

pressure is continuously applied to the shim drive cylinder to hold the

shim up against the mechanical stop. Should the shim be lowered by as

little as 0.020 in. (eitherby the operator or through system malfunction)

the limit switch is deactivated. The shim then cannot be reinserted

except in accordance with the normal sequenced startup procedure.

The shim stop was designed so that variations in reactor temperature

would not significantly

reactor core. This was

affect the relative pclsitionof the shim and the

accomplished by limiting the upward shim motion with
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a stop which abuts directly on the bottom of the reactor vessel (Fig.

2.24). As the reactor vessel temperature increases, for instance, the

core, and the bottom of the vessel, move downward because of the

vessel’s thermal eqanslon; becauseof the shim stop mechanism, the

shim is pushed down (against the hydraulic system pump pressure) by

nearly the ssme amount as the change in core position. With the com-

pensation provided by this shim stop design, the change in reactivity

which csm be produced by temperature variations in the reactor vessel

should not exceed 0.1 $/°C. The precise value of this positive con-

tribution to the overall temperature coefficient of reactivity cannot

be predicted until reactivity as a function of shim position has been

measured during the initial critical experiments.

The position of the shim stop is adjustable in increments of

0.025 in. over an 8 in. range. This range of settings for the ~

position of the shim will be used to accommodate variations in core

loading, and also during intercalibration of the shim with the control

rods. Adjustment of the stop is performed in the restricted access

subbasement under the reactor cell. Design of the assembly is such

that changing the shim stop setting automatically repositions the ~

limit switch (Fig. 2.24).

The reactor i= scrammedby rapidly lowering the shim. This is

accomplished by opening the scram valve located in a line connecting

the top and bottom ends of the shti drive cylLi.nder.When the valve is

opened, the differential pressure across the piston is reduced to

approximately zero, and the weight of the shim and its supporting

members (w 1100 11) forces the piston down. Shim position as a

function of time after the scram signal appears at the valve solenoid

is shown in Fig. 2.28. Since the scram valve is a nomally open type,

electrical power failure in the control circuits automatically lowers

the shim. An electrical power failure (or a scram signal) results in

a valve configuration such that oil can escape from the bottom of the

cylinder and return to the oil storage reser”toir. This mechanism
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contributes slightly to the rate of shim drop which follows a power

failure or a scram si@al, but oil flow through the scram valve is by

far the more important factor determining shim drop time.

A gas-ballasted accumulator is fitted to the shim drive hydraulic

system; the oil in this chamber is held at pump pressure so long as the

Pq is operating. Should the scram valve ever fail to open in case

of power failure or receipt of a scram ~ignal, or should the shim fail

to drop freely during a scrsm, full accumulator pressure builds up

above the shim drive piston. The resultant force tending to lower the

shim will then be about twice that due to the weight of the shim

assenibly. If the scram valve sticks in the closed position, this

extra force on the piston till.be sufficient to lower the shim at a

rate about equal to that normally obtainable by turning the console

shim control switch to “fast down.”

Control Rod Drive System

The drive system for the control rods is similar to that used

for the shim except for the differences listed below:

a. There is no provision for scrammi~ the control rods. Power

failure does, nevertheless, result in the rods being withdrawn as oil

is forced from the drive cylinders by the weight of the rod assemblies.

b. No accumulator is fitted to the pump system which supplies

oil to the four rod drives.

c. The stops which determine the ~ positions of the rods are

not adjustable.

d. !l!hereis no provision for temperature-compensated stops of

the type used for the shim since the control rods reactivity worth is

much less than that of the shim,

e. A rod fully inserted to the Wposition is held there by

continuously supplied hydraulic system pressure, Just as in the case

of the shim. However, at partial insertion a rod is held up by the

closing of a “lockup” valve in the oil line leading from the bottom
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end of the hydraulic cyltider. The position of other control valves

in the system is such that should the lockup valve leak, the control

rod will be withdrawn, rather than inserted,,

f. Rates of rod motion will.be adjusted so that reactivity

insertion rates will be 5 g!/secand 0.5 ~~sec, respectively, for fast

and slow rod speeds.

G* Control rod position is displayed on a digital register

reading to 0.001 in.

Control System Sequencing Interlocks

Electrical interlocks permit control element movement only h a

specified sequence. If the reactor operator deviates from the proper

sequence, control elements either will not nove or till be withdrawn.

Restrictions imposedby the-interlocks are listed in Section 2.5.

2.8 Capsde Charger

Fuel capsules are loaded into or remcnredfrom the reactor by the

capsule charger. The charger is bolted to t,hetop of the 10 in. vessel

closure valve and consists of a vertical lif’tunit, horizontal transfer

unit and vertical transfer unit. The three units are contained in a

housing which is gas tight and filled with helium, The housing is

necessary to mafntain cover gas purity when the closure valve is open

and also to contain alpha contamination that would result from handling

a ruptured capsule. Figure 2.29 is a pictorial representation of the

charger; Fig. 2.30 a photograph of the housing.

The sequence of removing a capsule begins by equalizing cover

gas and housing pressures afier which the closure valve is opened. The

“grabber” of the vertical lift unit is capable of motion in a cylindri-

cal coordinate system and is positioned by changing its r, 0 and z

location. It is moved so as to engage its bayonet socket with the
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mating end of the desired capsule handle. Alignment for engagement is

accomplished visually by means of two periscopes which extend from win-

dows in the housing through the lead shield.

After engagement of the bayonet socket, the vertical lift unit

raises the fuel element to a station where the capsule is unscrewed

from the handle. The splined locator section on the handle is rotated

by a motor on the horizontal transfer unit while a flat on the capsule

top is restratiedby a stationary wrench. When the capsule is free of

the handle, the horizontal transfer unit moves it to a position above

a shield pot which is sealed to the transfer port. At this point the

vertical transfer unit is engaged, the horizontal transfer unit dis-

engaged and the capsule lowered into the shield pot. Port valves are

closed and the shield pot disconnected from the port. Loading is done

by rever6ing the sequence of events.

Power for vertical motion of the vertical lift unit is supplied

by a hydraulic motor. Hydraulic pressure to the motor is adjustable

and, during normal operation, will be only high enough for the unit to

exert a force of about 30 lb on a handle. ‘Thecomponents are designed,

however, to withstand forces required to exert a 1000 lb pull in case a

clicking hamdle makes it necessary. An 8 in. lead shield surrounds the

bottom of the housing and will reduce the JMZXimUmdose rate outside the

shield to at least 50 mr/hr. There is enough clearance between shield

and housing to accommodate housing movement arising from thermal ex-

pansion of the vessel. The expansion is expectedto be less than 1/2

in. A balcony about 11 ft above the transfer area floor permits viewing

of charger components throu@ housing windows at that level. Maintenance

of external parts of the vertical lift mechanism can be performed from

the balcony.
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2.9 Helium and Gas Disposal System

The sodium cover gas is high purity helium. A NaK bubbler is

used to remove water vapor and oxygen from helium before it is admitted

to the cover gas volume. After purification, the helium contains less

than 10 ppm impurities. Figure 2.31 is a schematic of the helium and

gas diSp06al SySt~.

If a capsule ruptures, fission gas escapes into the sodium

coolmst and will collect in the cover gas either in the vessel or surge

tank. The gas disposal system permits transferring this radioactive

gas to a holdup tank for decay and controlled release to the atmosphere.

The holdup lank, with a capacity of 140 ft3, fs kept evacuated by a

small vacuum pump. Fission gas activity in the cover gas volume can be

reduced further by evacuating the volume with a mechanical vacuum pump

and flushing with helium. A radiation alarm having a detector on the

pressure-equalizing line will warn personnel of radiation coming from

cover gas. All operations necessary for gas disposal can be perfomed

from the control room.

As a part of the helium system there is a vacuum diffusion pump

for evacuating and flushing cover gas and charger volumes. Undesirable

gases coming from components within the capsule charger housing could

diffuse into the vessel cover gas during periods when the closure valve

is open and, althou~ these components are being selected so as to con-

stitute a minimum source of gas impurity, it may be necessary to flush

the housing just prior to charger operation. Charger gas will be

analyzed after the helium system and charger have been completed and the

necessary measures for maintaining charger gas purity will be determined.
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2.10 Shie~din&

Shielding requirements were arrived at by calculation of the

radiation dose at selected points h the vicinity of the reactor for

specified operating and/or shutdown conditions. Calculations were

also made to determine the dose rates, due to induced Na24 activity,

in areas adjacent to the sodium loop. Before proceeding to a detailed

discussion of the reactor shielding the following should be noted.

Since the reactor is situated in close proximity to some areas where

personnel will be normally working, it is required that the shielding

provided afford adequate radiation protection to personnel in these

areas. Examples of such areas are the cont,rolroom and the room above

the reactor cell (see Figs. 2.32, 2.33, ancl2.34). Therefore, during

initial low power tests, a radiation survey of these areas will be made;

from the survey results the adequacy of the shielding at 1 Mw power

operation will be evaluated. Additional shielding will be installed

where req-uiredbefore operation of the reactor at full power.

Radial Shield Towards Control Room

In the radisL direction, the shielding between the reactor and

control room consists of 3-1/2 ft of berated graphite plus 8 in. lead

plus 5-1/2 f% of ordinary concrete. The bGrated graphite shield is

made up of graphite cylinders 3-5/8 in. o.d. by 7’2in. long containing

an average of 0.4$Jby weight natural boron. Forced air cooling is

provided to remove the 25 kw of heat which, it is estimated, will be

deposited in the shield at 1 Mw operation. The graphite in the high

flux region will be maintained at 150°C to 200°C to minimize radiation

damage.

Calculations indicate that the neutron flux at the outer radius

of the berated graphite shield will be N 10e neutrons/cm? sec with an

average ener~ of 0.3 Mev. The lead and concrete shields will reduce
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the residual gamma ray and neutron flux to below tolerance ~lues in

the control room. A removable neutron shield, probably heavy concrete

blocks, will be placed in the entrance to the reactor cell. During

operation, access to the area south of the reactor cell and sodium

equipment room will be allowed only with the approval of the health

physics personnel.

Shielding Below Reactor

The mati shield directly below the reactor is providedby 1.6in.

of iron plus a 7 ft long floor shield plug. The bottom 2 ft of the

floor shield plug is filled with lead shot. The remaining volume is

filled with magnetite aggregate having a density of * 250 lb/ft30 The

floor shield plug is provided with holes thrwgh which the shim and

control rods are moved. Calculations indicate that access to the sub-

basement will not be possible even during low power operation. Huwever,

immediately after shutduwn, from three-month operation at 1 W, the gamma

level in the subbasement directly below the reactor is calculated to be

2 mr/hr. Dose rates in the area not shadowed by a 6 in, lead shield on

the subbasement ceiling are estimated to be as high as several hundred

mr/hr. A radiation survey will be made to check the accuracy of the

calculations prior to full power operation. Since the control mechanisms

will be located directly below the reactor, no difficulty in maintenance

of these components, after shutdown, is anticipated. T& control system

hydraulic pumps are located at a point where inspection and maintenance

is possible during full power operation.

Shieldin~ Above Reactor

As mentioned in Section 2.2 of this report, the fuel capsule

handles constitute the upper reflector and part of the radiation shield

for the reactor. These parts provide about 9 ft of iron shielding above



the reactor core. The fuel transfer area will.be protected by the cell

ceiline (5-1/2 ft of concrete) or the ceiling shield plug. The latter

consists of a cylinder 47 h. o.d., 18 in. id. and 4-1/2 ft long filled

with ferrophosphorous concrete, the inner 3-1/2 in. thick annulus being

filled with stainless steel shot. Since it ?.sdifficult to estimate

neutron streaming along the gaps in the graphite shield, the adequacy of

the concrete shielding above the graphite re[;ionsurrounding the reactor

has not been determined. Additional shielding can be placed on the

transfer area floor around the vessel top if the radiation survey in-

dicates a need for such shielding. Access tclthis area is required

only during fuel charging operations, a procedure undert~en while the

reactor is shut down.

Although not shown in Fig. 2.34, the capsule charger houstig ex-

tends above the transfer area floor. Shielding will be provided around

the housing to protect persomel from fission product decay gammas during

removal of a fuel capsule from the reactor to a transfer shield pot.

Shielding for Sodium LOOP 0

The total volume of sodium in the WRE I system is . 7.5 ft3.

Of this total, 3 ft= is contained h the sodium equipment room piping,

2 ft= in the piping from the reactor to the sodium equipment room and

1 ft3 in the heat exchanger. The equilibrium ~4 activity induced in

the sodium is calculated to be 6 mc/cmg. In estimating the radiation

levels in the vicinity of the sodiwn system the coolant loop was divided

into four parts, each part being considered as an independent source.

The four sources considered were: sodium equipment room piping, the surge

tank, the heat exchanger, and the dump tank.

Radiation levels were calculated for the

room areas, and for the sodium equipment room.

_ ray dose rates above the sodium equ@ment

block storage and boiler

~ical values for the

room (2-1/2 ft normal

concrete ceiling) are 7 mr/hr with 6 in. of steel and 40 mr/hr with 2 in.

-79”
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of lead. Dose rates 1 ft from the 8 in. lead walls at the north and

south ends of the sodium equipment room - 50 mr/hr. The shielding for

the sodim loop is shown i.nFigs. 2.32, 2.33, and 2.31+.

The 40 mr/hr dose rate estimated for the boiler rocm is con-

sidered acceptable since routine boiler sez=dcing requires that

personnel enter the room for onl~ a few minutes dur~g each eight-

hour shift.
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3* SITE INFORMATION

5.1 IOcation of Site

The site at which the reactor is being installed, ‘2A-35,is

located relative to the town site and other laboratory sites in Fig. 3.1.

Circles of 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2, and 3 miles radi:lwith TA-35 as the center

are shown in this figure. The three mile zone encloses most of the

technical areas and all of the town site with the exception of a small

portion of the residential section. No areas open to the public, except

a short section of highway, Me within the one mile zone.

Access to the site is limited to persons having a technical area

badge. Access to areas within the site that are near the reactor in-

stallation is

inside by the

Listed

controlled outside the building by fences and gates snd

arrangement of lockable doors.

3.2 Information on the Surrounding Areas

in Table 3.1 are the numbers and names of ‘IbchnicalAreas

now assigned to the laboratory. Their location is shown on Fig. 3.1.

Iks Alamos Scientific Laboratory operating group designations have been

indicated in parenthesis.
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TA”l

‘2A-2

TA-3

TA-4

TA-5

TA-6

TA-7

TA-8

TA-9

TA-10

TA-11

TA-12

TA”14

TA-15

TA-16

TA-18

TA-19

LAM

Former
Area

Tbble 3.1

ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY SITE LOCATION

Main Technical

Omega Site (P-2)

South Mesa Site (Main
Technical Area)

Alpha Site (Abandoned)

3eta Site (Abandoned)

Two Mile Mesa Lab.
(GMX-7)

Gomez Ranch Site (GMX-7)

Anchor Site West (J-13,
GMX-l);GMX-1 Area also
known as GT-Site

Anchor Site I&t (GMX-2)

Bayo Canyon Site (GMX-5,
H-1)

K-Site (GMX-3)

L-Site (Abandoned)

Q-Site (GMX-2)

R-Site (GMX-4)

S-Site (Includes TA-13,
24, and25)

Pajarito Lab. (N-2, N-4)

E%st Gate lab. (H-4)

●

TA-20

‘IA-21

‘2A-22

TA-26

TA-27

‘2A-28

IrA-29

TA-35

TA-36

TA-37

TA-40

TA-41

TA-42

TA-43

TA-45

TA-46

TM-48

33. Population

The number of people expected to be

Sandia Canyon
(Abandoned)

DP-Site

Site

(1) DP-Fhst (CMB-3, 7)
(2) DP-West (CME3-4,8, U)

T!D-Site(GMX-7, CMB-6)

D-Site (ADP-SF)

G&mma Site (Abandoned)

Magazine Area A (GMX-3)

Magazine Area B (GMX-3)

Ten Site (K-IX),K-1, K-2, K-3,
CMB-IX))

Kappa Site (GMX-7)

Magazine Area C - PMA
(=-3)

DF-Site (GMX-7)

W-Site (W-1, W-7)

Incinerator Site (H-1)

Health Research I&b. (H-4,
H-5, H-DO Property, D-2)

WD-Sfte (H-1, H-7)

WA-Site (N-IXI,N-1, N-3)

Radiochemistry Site
(J-U)

included within the circles

on FYg. 3.1 are tabulated below.
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Zone (miles)

o - 0.5

0.> - 1

1 - 1.5

1.5 - 2

2 -3

!llable3.2

POPULATION WITHIN RADIAL ZONES

Number of
Installations People

TA-35 110

TA-2, TA-42, TA-46, TA-48 245

TA-7, TA-21, ‘IA-41 435

Community Center Shopping
District, Residential Areas 3325

‘IA-1,TA-3, TA-14, TA-L5,
TA-40, TA-43, TA-45 1750

Residential Areas 3325

Various Technical Areas 500

Residential Areas 6650

‘1.hefigures for residential areas were computed bymul.tiplying

the total residential population by estimated percentages. The residen-

tial population of Ios Alamos is about 13,300; it is estimated that about

1000 people commute to Ios Alamos and are present during working hours.

University of California employees number about 3200 and Zia employees

about 1200. Zfa personnel include housekeeping people and craftsmen.

There are, then:

People in Los Ab.mos area 14,300

People in technical areas and
associated installations 4,400

J.4 Meteorological Cata

Wind Velocity and Direction

Table 3.3 lists the surface winds

based on 35,000 observations over a four

at Ios Alamos. ‘l’hetable is

year period.
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January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Deceniber

Annual

‘Ikble3.3

WIND VELOCITY

Direction From Which Wind is
Blowing (~)

NNEESES SWWNW
-—- ——— __

445616281918

855 6 15 23 19 18

545511262718

665710242813

345 41630273.2

24 3516292615

55 4913252017

55 491522248

37469272816

45489272123

677u 5 14 20 31

76 688172225

5557 Q242318

Mean Speed
(mph)

.

6

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

&x. Speed
(mph)

68

72

87

81

66

59

49

50

51

65

60

57

87

‘l%u.nderstormFrequenc~

‘lhefrequencies of thunderstorms listeclbelow are based on

observations over a 20 year period.

October through June July August September

Frequency range Negligible 8-20 8-20 3-14

Mean number Negligible 12 15 9

Precipitation Ihta

The data in ‘Ibble3.4 below is based on observations over a

20 year period.
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January

February

March

April

May

June

‘Ibble3.4

PRECIPITATION (INCHES)

0.85 July 2.70

0.69 August 3.91

0.85 September 2.31

1.06 October 1.%

1.40 November 0.68

1.42 December 0.85

Annual 18.10

35. Geology

Hydrology of the Ias Alamos Area

A study of the hydrology of the Los Aknos area has been made as

part of a survey to locate suitable well locations for community and

laboratory water supply.* LAMPRE I operation is expected to have no

effect on ground water contamination, since nc)waste products will be

released intentionally except gases, and no mechanism has been proposed

for accidental introduction of radioactive materials to ground water.

Seismicity of North Central New Mexico**

About 99$ of the 575 earthquakes recorded in New Mexico during

the last century have originated in a narrow belt of the Mexican High-

land section of the %sin and Range province adjoining the southeastern

border of Colorado Plateau province. About 94%have originated at the

+@Iheis,C. V., “Geologic Backgzwund of Waste and Water Supply l%wblems
at Los Alamos,” &per No. 1, TID-460.

**!Xhiainformation taken from Los Al@nos Scientific I.aboratoryreport
LAMS-161.l(DeJ...),December2, 1953.
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northern end of this belt in the 75 mile strip along the Rio Grande

Valley between Socorro and Albuquerque. In this region, earthquakes

have been recorded in 25 different years~etween 1855 and the present.

Notable features of these Rio Grande Valley earthquakes include:

a. Occmrence in swarms; daily for three weeks in 1935 at

Belen; daily for three months in 1893 at Helen and Ios Lunas; and daily

for six months in 1906 at socorro.

b. Maximum noctural frequency; 69$ at night; 31% during the day.

c. Maximum annual frequency of 82% In the July to December

period; only 18$ in the January to June period.

d. Fairly large areas affected by several of the shocks; a few

have been felt over areas ranging from 20,000 up to 186,000 square

miles.

e. Occasional property damage and local panic, but no loss of

life.

f. l!hxnerousstrong to moderately strong shocks; a few very

strong shocks. Using the Rossi-l%rel intensity scale, there have been

four q@es of intensity VIII plus to IX, six of intensity VIII, 15 of

VII, 27 of VI, and 33 of v.

Most of the Rio Grande earthquakes have originated in the Socorro-

Belen region; only a few have originated near Albuquerque. Recent shocks

originating at Albuquerque include one of intensity VI on December 3,

1930; lesser shocks on January 27 and February 3, 1931; and finally one

of intensity VII on February 4, 1931. Few earthquakes have originated

in New Mexico north of Albuquerque.

One of New Mexico’s greatest earthquakes occurred at Cerrillos

on I&y 28, 1918, at 5:3o a.m. A remarkable feature is that although

it was of intensity IX plus at Cerrillos the f’orcefaded unusually

rapidly so that it was felt over an area of only about 45,000 sqmre

miles. However, plaster fell in several buildings at Santa Fe, and

people were awakened at Espanola and several @aces in that vicinity.



Other recent earthquakes and their intensities

1924, a shock of intensity VI near Valmore, northeast

February I-2,1931, a slight shock (IV?) at IRS Vegas;

a slight shock of III at C&ma; March 11, 1948, 21:31

strong quake, of intensity VI to VI plus, originating

were: August I-2,

of’ In Vegas;

January 28, ~939,

MST, a moderately

in the northwest

corner of the Texas Panhandle near IkJhart, was felt over an area of

50,000 square miles in parts of five states. In northeastern New Mexico

it was of intensity VI; at Raton, V; at Cimarron, Wagon Mound, and

Tucumcari, about IV; apparently it was not felt at Eagle Nest or Ias

Vegas.

It should be stressed that, although tke entire state of New

Mexico is generally placed in the next risk zone below California, the

most seismic part of New Mexico is the Socorrc-Belen zone. Albuquerque

is much less seismic, but some of the Socorro and Belen quakes have

been felt in A.lbuquerqu.

Seismologists generally believe that a region of high frequency

with quakes of intensity less than VIII may be fairly safe because these

frequent shocks act as a safety valve and relieve earth stress before

it can accumulate in force sufficient to produce a violent shock of

intensity IX or X.

It is quite likely that the Socorro-Albuquerque zone will exper-

ience many more earthquakes. A swarm, such as the one Belen had in

1935, may be expected any time in t~is zone. It is unlikely that many

of these shocks will be very strong as far north as Los Alamos. me

Socorro shock of November”15,1906, may have attained intensity IV at

IOs Alamos. ‘l?neSocorro shock of July 16, 1906, ranked V at Santa Fe,

and possibly IV to V at Los Alamos.

Only one quake is recorded for Cerrillos but that one developed

intensity IX plus at the epicenter, intensity ‘{11to VIII at Santa Fe,

VI to VI plus at Pena Blanca and Espanola, end presumably attained

intensity VT at IOs Alsmos. It must be kept in mind that Ios Alamos

is only 33 miles from Cerrillos and that for some

faded unusually rapidly. A deeper-focus quake at

-08-
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IX might not fade so rapidly, in which event km Alamos might experience

a shock of intensity VII.

It is unlikely that any earthquakes originating in either Arizona

or Colorado will be perceptible at Los Alamos.

It is possible (but scarcely probable) that shocks originating

in the Texas Panhandle will extend as far west as Los Alamos.

Type of Construction

The reactor is

0

installed in a building which also houses offices

and laboratories. Originally the building, of monolithic concrete

construction, was used by a radiochemistry group. The group prepared

large radioactive sources of high specific intensity and did research

on related problems.

The building was designed expressly for the operations of this

chemistry group and included two large, well shielded process cells and

an elaborate contaminated waste disposal plant. One of these process

cells has been converted to a reactor cell. The celd ceiling and three

of the walls are 5-1/2 ft thick and made of reinforced nomal concrete.

The floor has a 3-1/2 ft tamped earth fill between l-ft top and bottom

layers of reinforced concrete. The remaining wall, in which is located

the access door, is made of 2 ft of reinforced concrete.

~entilation

The general layout of the building ventilation system is shown

inFlg. 3.2. The office portion has normal window ventilation while

the laboratory section is mechanically air conditioned. Preset air

pressure differences are maintained between certain areas in the lab-

oratory part of the building. For instance, corridor pressure is higher
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than that of laboratories which open to the corridor. The reactor

control room, with an independent supply and exhauet air system, is

maintained at a pressure positive with respect to the cell..

‘Iheexhaust system of the cell is shown in Fig. 3.3. It is

completely independent of the rest of the buildi~. Inlet air for

the cell is first used to cool the sodium equ@ment room then passes

into the cell through two damper controlled ducts. One damper adjusts

the air flow which cools the graphite neutron shield, the other admits

air directly to the cell. Both dampers maybe closed for isolation of

a sodium fire.

lhchaustair from the cell and from the laboratory areas is put

through capillary washers and dry filters before being released to the

atmosphere.* The filtering process removes particulate matter larger

than 1/2 micron.

kzwz

Figure 3.4 iS the building layout. at TA-35. ‘Ihe arrangement Of

the main building is shown in Fig. 3.2. I&me detailed views of the

general reactor region are given by Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.

++Leary,J. A., et al., “Design and Performance of a Disposal Plant for
Radioactive Wastes,“ Nucleonics ~No. 7, 64-67 (1954).
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40 IIAzAms

4.1 General

The types of hazard potentially present in LIW’RE I are release of

radioactive material, blast dunage, and sodium fires. The hazard ariBing

from radioactive fission product release is, clfcourse, present and i.s

aggravated by the presence in the system of tcKic plutonium and radio-

active sodium. In the reactor the fuel is contained in a molten condi-

tion in approximately 145 tantalum capsules. Leakage of one or more of

these capsules is considered to be likely but to constitute no hazard.

Experiments have demonstrated conclusively that the fuel is compatible

with the coolant sodimn and is virtually insoluble in it. At the only

location in the system where the fuel canbe considered likely to collect

or drain after release frcm the capsules, there is a quantity of iron

which absorbs fuel to form solid, high-melting alloys and ccmpounds.

The geometry is such that the resulting plutonium-iron alloys cannot

. reach criticality, even if all capsules ruptured.

Capsule leakage or rupture would zwm.lt,also in release of gas-

eous fission products to the reactor cover gaE!. If a leaking capsule

were withdrawn into the charger housing, plutcndum contamination and

fission product gas release would occur in this vessel. In either case,

the radioactive material isstill considered tcjbe fully contained and

adequately shielded, so that no hazard exists unless housing rupture also

occurs. The gas disposal system is designed to permit the safe removal

and purging of fission gases from both reactor and charger vessels.
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Leakage or major tischarge of

sidered as causing any hazard to the

sodium from the system is not c en-

core itself, since there are no

penetrations in the reactor vessel below the core region, and the vessel

is double walled at this point. Full drainage of the rest of the system

will therefore not remove the sodium surrounding the fuel. The entire

sodium system is located in a shielded area net tenanted during opera-

tion, and whose air supply and exhaust are completely controlled. It is

believed that sodium fire in the area wouldbe controlledby the damper

system, which would quench the fire as soon as the available oxygen is

consumed. There are no water pipes i.n the area. Since the radioactive

sodium would thus be confined in a shielded area, it is felt that there

is very little chance of its release to the atmosphere.

The possibility of blast damage causedby vessel rupture frcm a

large nuclear excursion is consideredto be mnishingly small. This con-

clusion, discussed in the next section, is reached frcm consideration of

the inherent properties of the reactor fuel system, and not from the pro-

vision of various mechanisms or controls. Vessel rupture from accidental

introduction of water into the sodium system is considered to be impos-

sible because of the design of the system and the exclusion of water from

the reactor area. Accidental overpressure of the reactor gas system will

not cause vessel rupture because of the presence of relief valves and

weaker components elsewhere in the system. It is concluded, therefore,

that there is no likelihood of explosive vessel rupture, and hence no

likelihood of blast ckunage. Nonexplosive rupture would have the same

effec% as major sodium leakage, discussed above, unless both inner and

outer vessels were ruptured. No mechanism has been proposed which can

cause such simultaneous rupture.

The we of sodium as a coolant incurs the risk of a sodium fire.

The sudden release of 7.5 ft3 of 500°C sodium to the atmosphere would

result in a fire of sizeable proportions. No system for extinguishing

such a fire is planned, but the provisions fo~ isolating sodium fires are

believed to be adequate to prevent hazard to ‘~rsonnel. The areas in

I

I
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which

room,

which

Lsxge

the sodium system is located, the reactor cell and

have an independent ventilating system with valves

sodium equipment

and dampers

close upon the receipt of a signal from smoke or radiation detectors.

quantities of sodiwn leaking from the system would burn until the

oxygen in the area was consumed and then combustion would cease. Because

of isolation by @npers and valves, no appreciable amount of radioactive ,
*

sodium smoke would be released into the atmosphere. The risk of termina-

tion of the experiment by fire is accepted as an alternative to costly

measures which would mintiize fire dans.ge.

4.2 Hazards Createdby Power Failure or Component Malfunction

~os$ of coolant Pumpi~. .
!’..”
.: :.. ‘J

‘“.. Loss of coolant pumping, whether from power failure or pumIJ,.ti}- !,.....
..,,, {~

::..f@jti&, would autcnnatical.lyshut down the reactor through ”the,1~~~~~ q
{7: .:. .. l
.!,.- ?
~y codant”-flow scram and rundown channels.

,,..,
Calculations indicate tha%’!”kore

fi,. .. . :<
. temptxraturewould rise to about 685°c with

histoq’ of 1 Mw for 9 months. The maximum

~
!’tf~ . .

no coolant flow and a pti$k
-.

temperature would occur 7-1/!2
.,

hr after shutdown.

LOSB of Electrical PoweK

Loss of electrical power results in a scram through

nels, but primarily it de-energizes the scram valve in the

several.chan-

shim hydraulic

system. The hazard, if any, is the same as for loss of coolant pumping.

There are dual emergency diesel generating units at the site to which

most instrumentation, one coolant pump, and the heat exchanger blower

aticmatically transfer in case there is a main power outage.
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Malfunction of Heat Exchanger Air System

Malfunction of the heat exchanger

abnormally high or low core temperature.

air system can result in an

If, during 1 Mw operation, the

heat exchanger air system malfunctions so that there is no heat removal

and all other conditions remain unchanged, the system equilibrium temper-

ature is about 580°c, which is permissible.

A malfunction which causes uvercooling might lower system temper-

ature below the fuel freezing point. While freezing the fuel is not in

itself hazardous, it could result in capsule rupture because of fuel

expansion when it freezes. Conditions under which freezing fuel might

rupture a capsule and the number

rupture are under investigation.

of melt-freeze cycles which result in

Malfunction of Cell Air System

Malfunction of the cell air system causes no immediate hazard.

Loss of cooling air flow through the graphite neutron shield would raise

shield temperature, but no deterioration of the graphite would occur

unless operation at high power were continued for some time. Loss of

cooling air through the sodium equipment room would slowly raise the

ambient temperature in that roan and eventually result in the deteriora-

tion of components and electrical wiring.

Ihlfunction of Shim or Control Rod Actuation

Malfunction of shim or control rod actuation is, by itself, not

hazardous. Although the reactivity that can be added by the shim is

large, it is planned that criticality will be achieved only by control

rod movement after the shim is up and positioned mechanically against a

stop. Norml control rod reactivity addition rates will be about 5

Malfunction of the hydraulic pressune regulator might increase this

-97”
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to 10 #/sec. The maximum capacity of the PUP which drives the shim

cylinder is such that were the pump connected directly to the cylinder,

with no throttling restrictions in the oil lines, the maximum reactivity

insertinn rates which could result would not exceed ~2.25/sec. In gen-

erq.1,hydxaulic and electrical components of the actuation system are

fail-safe and their malfunction results in the shim or control rod being

either inoperable or dropping.

A sticking shim could, however, be a definite hazard. Sticking

could occur if the shim itself or its pusher rods were somehow bound or

wedged against surrounding structure. Other sources of sticking might

be the piston in the hydraulic cylinder or a plug in an hydraulic line.

In order to minimize the sticking possibility, great care is being

taken with shim and push rod alignment, clearances are being made rela-

tively large, and installation of the hydraulic system is being carefully

supervised. A rigorous test of-the system prior to nuclear operation is

planned. An hydraulic accmnulator in the shim hydraulic system will.be

employed to maintain a pressure reserve to force the shim dawn in the

event that the scrm valve sticks closed.

Malfunction of Fuel Charger

The only credible malfunction of the fuel charger producing a dzm-

gerous sitwation is that of a fuel element somehow being disengaged from

the lifting mechanism and falling into the core. An estimate of the size

of the power excursion which this malfunction might cause was made by

means of reactor kinetic equations which were simplified by neglecting

the effects of delqyed neutrons.

This calculational method was testedby applying it to the core

of Godiva whose power excursion characteristics have been experimentally

studied.

The prompt temperature coefficient is assumed to furnish a shutoff

mechanism which counteracts the ramp reactivity insertion by an amount
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proportional to the energy released as the power excursion progremes.

This calculated procedure was applied to the followi~ hypothetical sit-

uation: The reactor is barely subcritical and a central.fuel element,

about to be inserted, is dropped by the capsule charger and falls into

the core, unimpeded by friction.

The above situation supposes an

completely uninformed operator, and an

A central fuel pin is estimated

interlock to be inoperative, a

equipment malfunction.

to be worth about @4, or approx-

imately 70 $!/in.of inserted length. The fuel assembly would fall

10 f% before the fuel pin entered the core, and the maximum velocity as

the pin approached the core could not exceed the corresponding free fall

velocity of about 27 ft/sec. This could produce a ramp reactivity in-

sertion rate of nearly $230/sec. The nuclear burst, which canbe shown

to be oscillato~, would reach a peak power level of

The ramp reactivity insertion would persist for about 0.01.8see, and a

series of bursts, separated in time &J ~ 10-3 see, would occur while

reactivity was being

to be

kmci

The

the total energy

fuel temperature

added. The energy release per burst is estimated

%) 22.7 x 104 wa.tt-sec
Urst

release would be

‘tot
=4.5x 10s watt-see

would rise about 135°C. No mechanical shock to the

Bystem should occur as a result of this

reactivity insertion rates greater than

produce shocks, as long as the expected

effective.

excursion; it is estimated that

@5000/sec would be necessary to

prcxnptshutdown coefficient was

4.3 Hazards Created by In-Reactor Experiments

No in-reactor experiments are contemplated.
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4.4 Hazards Created by Acts of God, War%
Sabotage, and External l$xplosions

The installation of the reactor proper in a heavy walled cell in

a basement laation makes it extremely reBistant to the violence of the

elements and to external explosions. It till be seen from the discussion

on seismlcity that the occurrence of an earthquake of intensity suffi-

cient to damage such a cell is extreme~ remote.

Windstorm, lightning, and earthquakes of foreseeable swerity

might cause superficial damage to external facilities such as the air

heat dump and ventilating system, but not to the reactor in the cell or

even with any likelihood to the sodium system in a neighboring basement

room. Flooding of the area is a virtual impossibilitybecause of the

hutlding’s mesa-top location.

Because the site is located within a gwxmkd security area, there

is little possibility of danger from sabotage, This fact, together with

the location far from the country’s borders, makes &nger from war’s

effects small.
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5. ADMINISTRATIONAND -c’=

5.1 OrganiZation

me divisionwhichis buildingand wiU operatethe reactorifs

made up of threegroups;one havingnuclearphysicsas its main interestj

one whoseprimaryeffortis in the fieldof chemistryand materials,and

a thirdwhich is concernedwith engineering.Personnelresponsiblefor

designand fabricationcame from all threegroupsand were aidedby

variousI& AlamosScientifichboratory groupsoutsidethe division.

Some tasksperformedoutsidethe divisionarej for example,tantalum

capsuledevelopment,fuelalloyfabricationand analysis,and nondestruc-

tive testingof components.

Of the totalof some 40 scientistsand engineers in the division,

about 15 have been directlyconcernedpreviowly with the operationof

one or more reactors. Two reactors,L&FRE I and 11,have been operated

at the site.

~*2 Operators

The operatorsfor cold criticaland the earlyphasesof power

operationwillbe staffmetiersfrom the division. When the characteris-

tics and behaviorof the reactorare determined,technicianswillbe

trainedas operators.A staffmembersupervisorhavingdetailedknowl-

edge of the reactorand of’establishedprocedureswiU.be in chargeat

all.times.
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. StaffTraining

Priorto the hot criticalexperimentsE,schoolwillbe conducted

for personnelwho will be concernedwit> reactoroperations.Besides

familiarisationin somedetailwith the entireinstallation,written

procedureswillbe thoroughlystudied.

5.4 SafetyRemulationq

Safetyregulations,o~ratlonal procedures,end checklistshave

not yet been written,but wIJJ.be formulatedpriorto the loadingof

any fuel intothe core. Proposedregulationsand procedureswill be

reviewedby a committeewhosemetiersare experiencedin critical

assemblywork and in reactorstartups.

● SecurityReguJationEJ

Operations,froma securitystandpoint,,willbe conductedin

conformancewith existingregulationsand withinthe frameworkof Atomic

EnergyCommissionsecu.ritypolicy. !Lhereactorsite is surroundedby

a securityfenceand the gatesare mannedby the AtomicEnergyCommission

protectiveforce.
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AppendixA

LAMPRECRITICALEXPERIMIINl?S

In supportof the LAMPREprogram,two c:riticalexperimentswere

performedat the N Division(l?sqjaritoSite)remotelycontrolledcritical

assemblyfacility. LCX I (LAMFRECriticalMperiment No. 1)* mockedup

an earlyLWPRE I design. Since,in the developmentof the final.IAMHIEI

design,extensivemodificationwas made of the coreand othercomponents,

the needarosefor additionalcriticalexperiments.Theseexperiments

(Ln H) were performedusingthe machinedepictedin Fig.A.1.

me LCX II core consistsof’approximately24 sandwicheseach of

whichcontainfour 5.94 in. o.d. disksof the followingmaterials:

‘1’hickness
Material (in.)

Pu (cladwith 0.005in. Ni) 0.I.22

Al (perforatedto make numberof
Al atomsper cm3 equalto atomic
densityofNa at ‘@°C) 0.075

!5 0.022

S.s. 0.014

As seenin Fig.A.1 the core is reflectedon all sidesby iron,

whichwas more readilyavailablein the requiredshapesthan the stainless#.

+(.~rm, H. G., et ~., “PreliminaryCritical.Experimentson a Mock-Up
of the km ALunoskblten PlutoniumReactor,”LA-2142YJune 1957.

0
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Fig.A.1 Schematicof LCX II.
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steelselectedfor use in LAMFREI. The side iron reflectorconsistsof

a 3 in. thickfixedreflectorsituatedadjacentto the core,and a 3 in.

thick,1.2in. long,movablereflectorsurrounding the fixedreflector.

Thismovablereflectorservesas the reactivitycontrolshim. Critical

massesmeasuredover the 12 in. lengthof shimtravelare shownin Fig.

A.2. It is seenthe shimworthis 10’jOg, or about$12.4on the basis

of the measuredmass-dollarrelationship:

#/ $1.00= 0.41.$/$1.00% 1,.I_8~/gfuelald.oy

As a consequenceof thismeasurementof shimworth,both the thickness
0

and lengthof the IAMPREI shimwere increased(overthe UX II dimen-

sions)in orderto obtainthe desiredamountof shut downM. Similarlyj

the worthof the W II vernier(control)rod,an independentlyactuated

slllal.1sectionof the shim,had a measuredworth of 30~. me control

rods in IAMPREI are larger than thosein LCX II, and are made of nickel

to furtherincreasetheireffectiveness.

The shieldin LCX II consistsof the sametype graphitecylinders

as willbe used in LAMPRE1; however,only 18 in. of the nominalLAMPREI

3-1/2ft shieldthicknessis used in LCX II, sinceit appearedthis

amountwouldserveto evaluatethe shieldcontributionto reactivity.

This contributionwas measuredto be $8.

Otherexperimentsperformedon LCX II :Lnclude:

a. An examinationof the effectof plenumssituatedat the ends

of the core.

b. A measurementof the critical.mass of the core containing

onlythe nickelclad plutoniumdisks,and no diluentdisks.

c. A comparisonof the effectivenesslofstainlesssteel,nickel,

and copperas controlrod materials. (A relativeeffectivenessof 1 :

1.62 : 1.68was observedfor eqml volumesof stainlesssteel,nickel,

and copper.)

d.

plutonium

decreased

An investigationof the effectof increasingthe core

density. (A 1% increasein volume-averagedplutoniumdensity

the criticalmass by *1*.)
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e. T4e examinationof severaloscillatorrod designs.

f. me testingof the transferfunctionanalyzerequipment

whichwillbe used on LM&RE I.
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AppendixB

FUEL l?mMENT BOWING

B.1 Introduction

I!a.tafrcnnL(X II lead one to expecta pcwerdensityin the LAMPRE

corewhich is well approximatedby the expression

P(r,z) = Po cos
(5%++’*)

(B.3.)

where r,z and h are in inches. Here P. is the powerdensityat the center

of the core,h is the core height,and the originof the cylindricalcoor-

dinatesfstemis takenat the centerof the bottomof the core. If we let

f3(r,z)representthe temperaturerise in the coolantabovethat entering

the bottomof the core

e(r,z) se(o,z) cos ()+ (B.2)

This leadsto a radialtemperaturegradient

e’(r,z) = *’i”(+’)
Takinge(o,h)= l&’70C(em= 113°C=

a.tiveof nominalSJ!MPREI operating

given in TableB.1.

mean rise throughcore)as represent-

conditions,one obtainsthe values
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TableB.1

NOMINALCORE EXIT CONDITIONS (em“ 113°c)

r (in.) o 1 2

e(r,h)Oc 147 139 117

0‘(r,h)OC/in. o - 15.4 -29.2

The radialtemperature“~dients of T%bleB.1 will

uponthe localtemperaturevariationsin the moltenfuel,

3

a2

- 39.8

be superimposed

tantalumcap-

sules,and coolantstream. Specifically,any particulartantalmncapsule

will be hottestnearestthe core centerline,End will thereforebow in-

ward with a curvature C and radiusof curvatureRA givenby

c=l—=ae’
Rc

whereC2is the themal expansioncoefficient

G

(B.%-)

of the metal.*

FrcunTableB.1 it will be notedthat 0’ is roughlyproportional

to radius. Hencecapsulecurvatureand deflectionstawardthe core

centerlineare also aboutproportional’to racidus,leadingto approxi-

mately”uniformdensityvariationoverthe crosssection (ata givenvalue
. “OfZ).&Elbowing0CCU3?S.

The tantalumcapsulesare takento be simplysupportedat their.
lower ends, wheretheirconicaltips fit intomatingholes in the bottum

locatorplate. Theirtops are rigidlyattachedto long 17-4 PH stainless

steel handleswhichare themselvessubjectedto radialtemperaturegradi-

ents over part of their lengths. Fig. 2.12 showsan entirefuel element.

The roundpart of the handle h In contactwith a flowingsodiumcoolant,

in whichthe radialgradientat the core exitmay be assumedto exist.

The hexagonalpart of a handleis bathedby stagnantsodium,so it may

....

,?..

*Roark,R. J., Formulasfor Stressand Strain @c+raw Hill Book Company,
Inc.,New York, 19%) , thirdedition.
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be assumedto be essentiallyfree of radialtenperatuz%!gradientand

bowing. When assembledat

to fit snuglyagainsteach

core. Hwever, the spline

temperaturecoefficientof

room temperature,the handlesare expected

otherat the splinesection,justabovethe

metal (17-4PH stainlesssteel)h- a l-r

expansionthan doesthe 18-8 stainlesssteel

containerwhich surroundsthe fuel elementarray,so that at operating

temperaturesane 0.020in. differential.expansionoccursacrossthe entire

core. If we assumethe cumulativeclearanceacrossthe core diameter(at

the splines)at roomtemperatureto be 0.005in.,

at operatingtemperaturewill be 0.025in. across

0.00L6in. per gap.

The nominalclearanceper gap at the lower

partsof the handlesis 0.017in.,someten times

the expectedclearance

the core or about

ends of the hexagonal

t-t at the spline

section. Sincethe longhandleswill not be perfectlystraight,actwal

gaps existingat eithersplineor hexagonalsectionswill be subjectto

largevariationsfrom nominalvalues. The lowerends of the hex section

have aboutten timesthe nominalseparationof the splines,and they are

onlyaboutthreetimesas far from the pivotpoints (tantalumcapsule

tips). Hencethe splinesare more likelyto providethe constraintof

warpedfuel elementassembliesthan are the lowerhexagonalsections.

MMmmmbowing reactivityrate (~/Mw)is producedif each and

everyfuel elementis free of constraintexceptat its lowerend (conical

tantalumcapsuletip) and upperend (toplockingsection). In the cal-

culationsreportedbelow,the splinesare assumedto be initiallythus

free of constraintand in theirnominalpositions. TMs assumptionleads

to maximumrate,but Largesttotalbowingreactivitywould resultif one

assumedall splinesto be

container. In the latter

be perhapstwiceas large

be lower.

initiallypressingoutwardagainstthe core

case the totalreactivitydue to bowingwould

as calculatedbelow,but the rate (#/Nw) would

St@ing with the splinesfree of constraints,radialtemperature

gradientsfar lessthan thoseof nominaloperatingconditionsof TableB.1

are sufficientto displacethe splinesectionE\to the extentthat all
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splineswill be in contact. For temperaturegradientsabovethosere-

quiredfor splineconstrain% to act,bowingeffectsare much smaller.

Undertheseconditions,actualbowingbecomesa ccinplicatedfunctionof

sectionmoduliand elasticconstantsin the entirefuel elementassembly.

If oqe considersthe inwardbowingthatwould occurin a simplefuel cap-

sule simplysupportedat both its lowertip and at the splinesection;

the inwardbowingtill be overestimated,sincethe bowingof the handle

will certainlytend to transmitthroughthe splinesectionan effectat

leastpartiallyopposingthe inwardbowingso calculated.

B.2 Results

Estimatesof bowinghavebeenmwle usingLAMPREI constantsunder

the two assumptionsoutlinedin the precedi~ paragraph. In addition,

the followingassumptionshavebeen made: ‘(1}Verticalvariationin

powerdensityhas been neglectedso that coolzmttemperatureis assumed

to rise linearlywith heightfrcmbottom (inlet)to top (outlet)of the

core. This meansthat in Eq. B.2

0(0,2) ~;e(o,h), O~z~h (B.5)

(2)Radial

core. The

assumedto

temperaturegradientis asswmedto followEq. B.3 withinthe

fuel elementhandlesup to the top of the roundsectionare

be subjectedto the same radialgradientas that existingat

core outletplane. (3)The longhex%onal sectionsof the fuel handles

e,reconsideredto be subjectto no radialgradientand to remainstraight

extensionsof the roundhandlesections. (4)Resultsare expressedin

temns of averagecoolanttemperatureea, the coolant temperaturerise

(aboveentrancetemperature)averagedoverthe entirecore--thatis,

half the temperatureriseOm of the mixed out:letcoolantstream. For

exsnplethe averagecoolantte~rature Oa for the nominaloperatingcon-

ditionsof TableB.1 wouldbe Oa = 0m/2 = ll~C/2 =

sions (measuredfrom lowerend of tantalumcapsule)

56.50c. (5) Dimen-

and materialsdata
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used in the calculationsare as givenin TableB.2. (6)Reactivity

worthsare based on (a)LCX II valueof 1.18 ~/g combinedwith (b)S-4

calculationsgiving (lMC/@) =-1.91x 103 g per g/cm3fuel alloydensity

(i.e.-61og or +720#for -1$ AR/R at constantcoreheight).

TableB.2

DIMENSIONSAND MATERIALSOF FUEL ~

Range (in.) Part

o- 6 core

6- 9.75 core to spline

9975- 32 roundhandle

32 - 123 hex handle

A summaryof the results

Material ExpansionCoefficientC%

Ta 6.5 X 10-efiC

S.S.+ Ta 9.1 x lo-6/oc
17-4 PH(S.S.) 11.7X lo-6/oc

17-4PH(S.S.) 11.7X lo-spc

is givenin TableB.3. The positive

powercoefficientslistedhavebeen brokendown Into (1)a slightly

delayedcomponentdue to tantalumcapsulesbowingin the core and (2)a

delayedcomponentdue to bowingof the handles. The firstcomponent

effectiveat all valuesof ea, has the value +43 ~/Mw. The secondcom-

ponentis presentonly up to ea = 6°C,and has the value +643 ~/Mw.

Table B.3
SWMMWOFlWW3?G-lWFIWTSE5TlMWM

Displacementsat R = 3 in. Full Flow Power Effects
AR (roils)In interval&3a(oC) ReactivityEffects (&/AP in+/Mw)

Spline IMfectfveCore Ak (#)
ea (OC)

&/& slight~
P(MW) AR LJ3 and LR/.& at ea ($pc? Delayed Eelayed

— ——
0 c1 0

-10 -3.06 -0.51 +E.2 43 +643
6 0.10 +73.5

0 -1.60 -0.032 +0.77 +43 o
56 1.00 +D.o
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It is estimatedthat therewill be a prcmptpowercoefficient

associatedwith fuel expansionamountingto about -556 #/Mw (basedon

estimatesthat&/&f = -3.214 per ‘C of aver~gefuel temperaturerise

and that the averagefueltemperatureri6e,efj is eqml to 3.1 Qa for

nominal operatingconditions).The capsulebc~wingcoefficientis neces-

sarilyslightlydelayedas compred to the prcnnptfuel coefficient,as

the capsulebowingis drivenby fueltemperaturerise effects;the magni-

tude of this delayis about0.1 sec. The hancllebowingpowercoefficient

is stillfurtherdelayedby a timeestimatedto be of the orderof two or

threeseconds--becauseof sodiumtransittime effectscoupledwith ther-

mal capacityof the handles.

Thereare othersourcesof ne~atlvepowercoefficienthavingdelay

timesas shortor shorterthan the delayedhandlebowingcoefficient.

Amongtheseare densitychangesof the coolantin and abovethe core and

of the fuel elementhandles (actingw reflectingmaterial). Calculat-

ions Ieadto,-astimatedvs.l.uesjof -88 ~/Mwfor thesedelayedeffects

beforethe splinesmake contaat (ea= 6°C),and -1% #/Mw aftersplines

make contact.

B.3 Discussion

A summaryof the reactorpowercoefficientsdiscussedabove is

presentedin TableB.4. It will be seenthat the net prcmptcoefficient

has a largenegativevalue at all puwerlevels,whereasif one includes

delayedeffects Iseveralsecondstime constant)the overallpowercoef-

ficientmay be slightlypositiveat low power. It must be remembered,

however,thatwe have assumedthe worstpossiblesituation--namely,that

all fuel elementsare completelyfree of constraintsovertheirentire

lengthof about10 f%. “
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TableB.4

SUMMARYOF REACTIVITYEFFECTS

Range of ea (°C) o- 6

Powerat full flow @lW) o - 0.10

Powerreactivitycoefficients(#/Mw)

Fuel expansion(prompt) -556

Othernegativeeffects (delayed) - 88

Totalnegative z

Capsulebuwing (slightlydelayed) i-43

Handlebowing (delayed) +643

Totalpositive +686

Net totalpowercoefficient + 42

Net promptpowercoefficient -556

It is likelythat therewill be sufficientdeviationfrom

6 -36

0,10 - 1.0

-556

-134

-690

+ 43

0

+-”h3

-647

-556

straightness

of the fuel assembliesto causea fair numberof them to be in contact

at the splinesection,where nominalclearancesare only about1.6 roils.

If only ‘@ of them are so constrained,the resultingoverallpowercoef-

ficientwouldbecomenegativeat low poweras well as at high power.

Also,abouthalf of the 643 #/Mw contributedto the powercoefficientby

the handlesis due to the long straighthexagonalsectionsactingas ex-

tensionsof the roundsectionswherethe bowingoccurs. This contribution

will vanishto the extentthat thesehexegormlhandlesare constrainedby

mu-page.

In a~ case,in the powerrangewhere the net coefficientis positive

the totalmagnitudeof reactivitycausedby bowing (about73~ gross,of

which all but 4 or ~ is nullifiedby negativereactivityeffects)and

its time constant(~everalseconds)shouldpresentno appreciablecontrol

problem. Further,for all powersaboveabout l@ of nominalo~rating

powerthe net powercoefficienthas a largenegativevalue;no control

problemis anticipated.
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It shouldbe pointedout, in conclusion,that the aboveanalysis

appliesonlyto full sodiumflowconditions.Consider,for example,the

conditionsat Oa = 6°C at reducedflow. Sincethe temperaturerisewith-

in the fuel (Qf- Oa) is proportionalto powerlevel (nowreducedin pro-

portionto the flow)the fuel is now coder than for ea = 6°C at full

flow. Whereasfor full flow it was estimatedthat Of = 3.1 ea, we get

insteadef = Oa in the limitof very slowflow. The promptnegative

powercoefficientdue to fuel expansionis thereforereduceda factor

3.1 relativeto all otherpowercoefficients;the latterare, of course,

inverselyproportionalto the flow. The bowingreactivityat e = 6°C

remainsat +“f3#,whilethe compensatingnegativereactivityis reduced

from -694 (fullflowvalue)to -294 (slow-flowvaluej. It shouldbe

recalled,too, that the 2 or 3 secondtime constantassociatedwith

handlebowingincreasesin inverseproportionto the flow.
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